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Author: Draylar1 √ 4 weeks ago √ 97.964 views Identity Mod 1.16.4/1.16.1 was created with inspiration from the Morph Mod; It allows players to freely transform into all entities of their desires. To obtain one's form, you must first defeat that particular crowd; after that, a small pop-up will inform you of your performance.
You now explore the world with a great superpower. There will be no limits that do not reach you with such power. Explore the ocean like a fish, travel through the nether disguise like a Ghast, or even an Ender Man and go through The End without having to deal with The Dragon. You could literally be anything you want,
from a bee to an Iron Golem. Features: Press to open the Morphing menu. Kill a mob to get its shape. Screenshots: Required: Fabric Modloader Fabric API How to install: Minecraft Launcher Download and Install Vanilla Download and Install Fabric Installer for Vanilla Launcher Run recently downloaded .jar file, choose
the version you want and press Install. Run, select the profile with Fabric installed, and then press Play Press Start on desktop Choose %run type %appdata%, and then press Enter. Goes in Roaming/.minecraft/mods Put the pot. Run files on the mod map and minecraft. Identity Mod 1.16.4/1.16.1 Download Links: For
Minecraft 1.16.1 Fabric version: Download of Server 1 – Download of Server 2 for Minecraft 1.16.3 Fabric version: Download from Server 1 – Download of Server 2 For Minecraft 1.16.4 Fabric version: Download from server 1 – Download from Server 2 With the Morph Mod you can take over the shape and skills of
different mobs in the game. Once you kill a crowd you will absorb its essence and be direct! Each crowd has special skills that you will bring once you have transformed. If a chicken, for example, will allow you to gently float on the ground rather than until you die. Spider will allow you to climb walls. And swimming can be
achieved by a squid. But with the good there is inevitably some bad effects with certain mobs. If you wanted a zombie or skeleton, you are stuck staying indoors or going out only at night. And Enderman is a little sensitive to water. You even change into previous mobs that you've already handed in with the easy-to-use
GUI. That way you can keep the mobs you want to change in your back pocket when you need it. All you have to do is tap the left [or right] bracket keys to cycle through your options. Then press enter to morph. This mod requires the iChun API to be installed as well, found (here). DownloadForumInstall Guide Morph
Mod, 4.00/5 (6271 votes) Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism adds vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... Recent comments popular 7721 Page 2Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to



Minecraft and and about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... Recent Comments Popular 7721 Page 3Sort by: With the more player models mod you can quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition,
he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 4Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this
mod, the gameplay will ... With the More Player Models mod, you can quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Using the Cyberware mod, you can turn your character into a cyborg. Replace different parts of
the body with mechanical, and get additional capabilities and benefits.... Recent Comments Popular Page 5Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent
Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 6Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod Page
7Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 8Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly
change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 9Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly change the player model without installing skins during the
game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Zombie Players is a very unusual mod that will add an interesting feature to Minecraft. If a player is killed by a zombie, then he himself will rise in the ... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod 553 Page 10Sort by:
The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... Recent Comments Popular 7721 Page By: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and all
about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... With the more player models mod you can change the player quickly without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Using
the Cyberware mod, you can turn your character into a cyborg. Replace different parts of the body with mechanical, and get additional capabilities and benefits.... Using the JJ Races mod, you can select a race for your character and customize his appearance. Become an elf, leprechaun or other magical creature using a
special mirror. Op... Now you can fly to Minecraft, even in survival mode. The small Wings mod will allow you to craft beautiful wings and offer the possibility of unlimited flight. To make... Zombie Players is a very unusual mod that will add an interesting feature to Minecraft. If a player is killed by a zombie, then he himself
will rise in the ... The unusual Morph mod you turn into a crowd of Minecraft. In an ordinary game, it can only be used for entertainment, but it can be very useful... Recent Comments Popular Page 12Sort by: Zombie Players is a very unusual mod that will add an interesting feature to Minecraft. If a player is killed by a
zombie, then he himself will rise in the ... Recent Comments Popular 553 Page 13Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More
Player Models Mod Page 14Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... With the More Player Models mod, you can quickly change the player model
without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 7721 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 15Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with
vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... Using the Cyberware mod, you can turn your character into a cyborg. Replace different parts of the body with mechanical, and get additional capabilities and benefits.... Using the JJ Races mod, you can select a race for your character
and customize his appearance. Become an elf, leprechaun or other magical creature using a special mirror. Op... Recent Comments Popular 7721 930 218 Page 16Sort by: With the More Player Models mod, you can quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different
motion adjustments to Minecraft. After the Using the Cyberware mod, you can turn your character into a cyborg. Replace different parts of the body with mechanical, and get additional capabilities and benefits.... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod 930 Page 17Sort by: The Large-Scale Mod
Vampirism Vampirism Add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... With the More Player Models mod, you can quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition,
he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... The unusual Morph mod you turn into a crowd of Minecraft. In an ordinary game, it can only be used for entertainment, but it can be very useful... Recent Comments Popular Page 18Sort by: The More Player Models mod you quickly change the player
model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 19Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with
vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod, the gameplay will ... Recent Comments Popular 7721 Page 20Sort by: The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After installing this mod,
the gameplay will ... With the More Player Models mod, you can quickly change the player model without installing skins during the game. In addition, he adds different motion adjustments to Minecraft. After installing... Recent Comments Popular 7721 4063 More Player Models Mod Page 21Sort by: By installing the
Champions mod, you will add improved versions of standard mobs to Minecraft. They will appear at random places in the game world and are really serious rivals.... InfinityLib is the library that the mod maker InfinityRaider uses in some of its mods. It includes features that are often used in mods to optimize installation
and usage. Download this library... Are you staying on older versions of Minecraft just because of a more convenient combat system? Then just download the Classic Combat mod and get it all at once! It returns... After installing Cloud Boots mod, you create a new type of shoe in Minecraft. They will allow you to bounce
very high and fall from any height without taking... Tired of illuminating the space with torches alone? Then just download the Extended Lights mod, which makes you make lots of light sources. Among them are candles,... Snowmancy mod makes you feel like Santa Claus in Minecraft. It adds the ability to craft an
assistant snowman that will follow you everywhere and can be very useful.... The Scarecrow mod adds a few different fears to Minecraft. The simplest will deter your crops from ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you... Mod NoFog the effect of fog from Minecraft, so you can improve visibility
significantly. In the game, it is used to find the empty space that is behind... Standard sounds in Minecraft sound quite monotonous, and all background noises are practically practical This situation can be corrected using the AmbientSounds mod. After installing it, a large number of... The Auto Feeder Helmet mod adds a
special helmet to the game. It will automatically supplement the player's saturation level when needed. Now the main character will never... Serene Seasons mod adds minecraft a realistic change of seasons in all suitable biomes. The seasons change gradually, with a gradual change in the weather. At the same time,...
With the Just A Raft mod, exploring the seas in Minecraft is even more interesting, as you now build rafts instead of boats. To make them, you have a... Recent Comments Popular Page 22Sort by: Doors of Infinity is a cool and useful mod that lets you create your own little dimension. It should be used with Immersive
Portals, in which case walking through ... By installing the Champions mod, you add enhanced versions of standard mobs to Minecraft. They will appear in random places in the game world and are really serious rivals.... The 3D Maneuver Gear mod should appeal to all fans of 'Attack on Titans' because it adds familiar
item from anime and manga to Minecraft. Try to play with this ... InfinityLib is the library that the mod creator InfinityRaider uses in some of its mods. It includes features that are often used in mods to optimize installation and usage. Download this library... Creatures and Beasts mod adds some interesting mobs to
Minecraft. The game will include lizards living in the wilderness and desert. Make sure you have apple slices in your inventory... Just Platinum mod version of the Fabric mod loader. It adds a new type of ore to Minecraft - platinum. You will find it in caves and mines and mine ... Are you staying on older versions of
Minecraft just because of a more convenient combat system? Then just download the Classic Combat mod and get it all at once! It returns... With the Spawn in Village mod, you can always start a game in the village, regardless of the seed. He will always find the settlement closest to the player's spawn... After installing
Cloud Boots mod, you create a new type of shoe in Minecraft. They will allow you to bounce very high and fall from any height without taking... Tired of illuminating the space with torches alone? Then just download the Extended Lights mod, which makes you make lots of light sources. Among them are candles,...
Snowmancy mod makes you feel like Santa Claus in Minecraft. It adds the ability to craft an assistant snowman that will follow you everywhere and can be very useful.... The Scarecrow mod adds a few different fears to Minecraft. The simplest will deter your crops from ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful
you... Recent Comments Popular Page 23Sort by: Lord of the is a very large scale mod that allows you to recreate Middle-earth in Minecraft. It contains everything you need: biomes, mobs (animals and all breeds) ,... Lucky Block mod is able to make the game more interesting and unpredictable. It adds a one block to
the game, which can contain almost any point of Minecraft. They... In fights with mobs, there is not enough detailed information about their health and damage done. This feature does not feature minecraft, but it can be easily fixed using ... The Fairy Lights mod is used to create a festive mood in Minecraft. The main goal
is to add Christmas garlands to the game. Most of this mod's garlands are... The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different abilities and features. You craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials.... Minecolonies is a great mod that will allow you to create and constantly
develop your own settler colony in Minecraft. Many strategy elements will appear in the game, which will ... The small ItemPhysic mod adds realism to Minecraft by adjusting the behavior of deleted items. It affects both vanilla things and those added using mods. When ItemPhysic is installed, items... Without Forge, it
would be almost impossible to play Minecraft with mods. It is an addition to the game that helps in making and installing other changes. Forge himself has... MrCrayFish's Furniture Mod will give you some comfort to add to Minecraft. After installing it, you have many types of furniture to craft, decorating your base with it.
At the disposal of... Don't miss the chance to visit this tropical island. Tropicraft mod for Minecraft will allow everyone to create their own paradise in the middle of the ocean. If vanilla... Dragon Mounts mod makes it possible to grow your own dragon pet in Minecraft. He will become your companion and defender, and will
also allow you to climb on your back and... The Deadly World mod will make the exploration of the underground world in Minecraft more interesting and dangerous. Now you have to thoroughly prepare for every trip to the... Recent Comments Popular Page 24Sort by: Mod NoFog removes the effect of fog from Minecraft,
so you can significantly improve visibility. In the game, it is used to find the empty space that is behind... With the Ultimate Unicorn mod, you add a little magic to Minecraft. Various mythical horse types such as pegasus, unicorns and many others will appear in the game. They... Baubles is a small addition to Minecraft,
which is also an API for mod makers. It contains almost no contents, and only slightly the inventory slots expand. After installing... With the Corail Recycler mod you recycle items and recover some of the materials that were used for making. Save you valuable and rare resources, as well as... Lucky Block mod is able to
make the game more interesting and unpredictable. It adds a new block to the game, which almost every item from may contain. They... Add lots of realistic weapons to Minecraft using the Vic's Modern Warfare mod. It contains a huge set of pistols, machine guns, rifles, as well as protective army suits.... With the Extra
Golems mod, you can craft golems from a variety of materials available in They will have different features, and some will even get special features. Create... The large-scale mod Vampirism will add vampires to Minecraft and everything about them. You become infected with vampirism or become a vampire hunter. After
installing this mod, the gameplay will ... Corail Tombstone is a handy mod that will save you from many problems related to the death of a player. Now at the place of death a grave with a... Shoulder Surfing Reloaded is a small mod that adds an extra third-person view to Minecraft. It is much more convenient than the
standard and can be used as a... In fights with mobs, there is not enough detailed information about their health and damage done. This feature does not feature minecraft, but it can be easily fixed using ... The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different abilities and features. You craft each of them by
connecting a standard chest with one of the materials.... Recent Comments Popular page 25Sort by: Baubles is a small addition to Minecraft, which is also an API for mod makers. It contains almost no contents, and only slightly the inventory slots expand. After installing... With the Corail Recycler mod you recycle items
and recover some of the materials that were used for making. Save you valuable and rare resources, as well as... Lucky Block mod is able to make the game more interesting and unpredictable. It adds a new block to the game, which can contain almost any item from Minecraft. They... Shoulder Surfing Reloaded is a
small mod that adds an extra third-person view to Minecraft. It is much more convenient than the standard and can be used as a... The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different abilities and features. You craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials.... Just enough mod
items, also known as JEI, greatly simplifies the crafting process in Minecraft. This allows you to quickly find every recipe, as well as produce every item... The small ItemPhysic mod adds realism to Minecraft by adjusting the behavior of deleted items. It affects both vanilla things and those added using mods. When
ItemPhysic is installed, items... Without Forge, it would be almost impossible to play Minecraft with mods. It is an addition to the game that helps in making and installing other changes. Forge himself has... Optifine is an important mod for Minecraft, which covers the graphics component of the game. The main goal is to
improve the quality of the graphics and the ability to make ... Dragon Mounts mod makes it possible to grow your own dragon pet in Minecraft. He will become your companion and defender, and will also allow you to climb on your back CreativeCore is a library needed for a small number of mods. Most of them change
the properties of objects and blocks in Minecraft. The mod itself does not ... Add realism to Minecraft with the Survivalist mod. It will make the game more interesting and and you will not only have to think about satisfying hunger, but also a lot of... Recent Comments Popular Page 26Sort by: Mod NoFog removes the
effect of fog from Minecraft, so you can significantly improve visibility. In the game, it is used to find the empty space that is behind... Standard sounds in Minecraft sound fairly monotonous, and any background noise is virtually absent. This situation can be corrected using the AmbientSounds mod. After installing it, a
large number of... With the Ultimate Unicorn mod, you add a little magic to Minecraft. Various mythical horse types such as pegasus, unicorns and many others will appear in the game. They... Baubles is a small addition to Minecraft, which is also an API for mod makers. It contains almost no contents, and only slightly
the inventory slots expand. After installing... With the Corail Recycler mod you recycle items and recover some of the materials that were used for making. Save you valuable and rare resources, as well as... Lucky Block mod is able to make the game more interesting and unpredictable. It adds a new block to the game,
which can contain almost any item from Minecraft. They... Add lots of realistic weapons to Minecraft using the Vic's Modern Warfare mod. It contains a huge set of pistols, machine guns, rifles, as well as protective army suits.... With the Extra Golems mod, you can craft golems from a variety of materials available in
Minecraft. They will have different features, and some will even get special features. Create... Corail Tombstone is a handy mod that will save you from many problems related to the death of a player. Now at the place of death a grave with a... Shoulder Surfing Reloaded is a small mod that adds an extra third-person view
to Minecraft. It is much more convenient than the standard and can be used as a... In fights with mobs, there is not enough detailed information about their health and damage done. This feature does not feature minecraft, but it can be easily fixed using ... The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different
abilities and features. You craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials.... Recent comments popular popular
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